This study investigates sequential dependencies in interresponse times {lRTs) produced by human subjects under random-ratio (RR) and staircase stochastic reinforcement of waiting (staircase SRW) schedules using autocorrelation and relative fmquencies of IRT n *IRTn+1 pairs. In the first of two experiments conducted for this study, subjects clicked a computer mouse either to gain or to lose pOints exchangeable for money according to probabilities specified under each of these schedules. The autocorrelation functions of IRT series showed sequential dependencies in IRTs. The relative frequencies of IRT n *IRTn+1 pairs following response-cost showed clear sequential dependencies, but those following reinforcement showed individual differences. The second experiment compared sequential dependencies in IRTs early in learning with those after responses had stabilized under the same schedules. Classifying the relative frequencies of IRT n *IRTn+1 pairs by consequence of response yielded detailed descriptions of individual response patterns.
dependencies-which previous studies have not fully established-have broad implications for learning research and practice .
Under some reinforcement schedules, reinforcement contingencies are dependent on I RT. Oifferential-reinforcement-of-Iow-rate (0 RL) schedules reinforce responses in which the IRT is greater than a specified time requirement. Under random-ratio (RR) schedules, the probability of reinforcement for any IRT is constant. Although the probability of reinforcement depends primarily on the time elapsed since the previous reinforcement under a constant-probability variable-interval (VI) schedule, it can be expressed as a negatively accelerated increasing function of I RT (Catania & Reynolds, 1968) .
Although Reynolds and McLeod (1970) questioned the approach they characterized as "IRT-reinforcement theory," which assumes that reinforcement of IRTs plays a determining role in performance under reinforcement schedules, a number of studies suggest that IRTs appear to act as behavioural units. Shimp (1967) , Anger (1973) , and Wilkie and Pear (1972) found that reinforcing particular IRT classes changes IRT distribution. Galbicka and Platt (1986) found that changing IRT reinforcement contingencies without changing overall reinforcement rates also affects IRT distribution. Moreover, Galbicka and Branch (1981) and Galbicka and Platt (1984) found that punishing particular IRTs changes IRT distribution.
A number of other studies investigating moment-to-moment response patterns have described these patterns using IRTs. Henton (1985) and Iversen (1986) employed I RTs in their detailed multi response analyses of such patterns. Hyten and Madden (1993) argued that sequential dependency analysis of IRT provides the most detailed description of response pattern. As a study exemplifying such analysis, Hyten and Madden point to Gentry, Weiss, and Laties (1983) , which showed that response patterns under fixed interval schedules using IRT n *IRT n+1 frequency plots were specific to individual pigeons.
Finally, a number of studies have shown sequential dependencies in I RTs under various reinforcement schedules (Blough & Blough, 1968; Crossman, Trapp, Bonem, & Bonem, 1985; Ferraro, Schoenfeld, & Snapper, 1965; Wertheim, 1965; Williams, 1968) . Using autocorrelation analysis, Weiss, Laties, Siegel, and Goldstein (1966) showed that the IRT series under a ORL schedule could be treated as a Markov process. However, other studies have not found sequential dependencies in IRTs, suggesting that the IRT series is a random process (Kintsch, 1965; Gomez, Ruiz-Adan, Liosa, & Ruiz, 1992; Palya, 1992) .
One of the problems of all of these studies-both those that find and those that deny sequential dependencies in IRTs-is that they often ignore consequences of response (C n ) between a current IRT (IRTn) and the following IRT (IRTn+1). If IRTs are behavioral units which are subject to reinforcement or response-cost, then presumably consequences of response must affect subsequent IRTs moment-to-moment. Lending support to this contention, Angle (1970) found a difference between IRT distributions following reinforcement and non reinforcement under mixed DRL 5-s and DRL 15-s schedule, showing that I RT n length alone is not sufficient to influence IRTn+1 length . However, Angle included only two IRT classes in his dependency analysis, because other IRT classes were always either reinforced or not reinforced.
Another problem of most previous stud ies of IRTs is that their sequential analyses are often limited to IRTs after responses have stabilized. The variability of IRTs is high early in learning, and serial interaction between IRTs and consequences of response may play an important role. Weiss et al. (1966) showed that serial dependencies in IRTs could be observed from the outset of learning.
This study extends sequential analysis of II~Ts to human subjects, investigating how the consequences of response for particular IRT classes affect the distribution of IRT n+1, and providing detailed momentto-moment description of individual response patterns.
As reinforcement, human subjects participating in this study gained points exchangeable for money under IRT-contingent reinforcement schedules; as response-cost, subjects lost points. Using pOints allowed IRTs following responses that resulted in reinforcement to be compared to IRTs following responses that resulted in response-cost. (In previous studies employing animal subjects, the reward has been food; IRTs following responses that resulted in reinforcement in such studies included time spent consuming the food, and the length of IRTs were thus characteristically longer than those following responses that did not result in reinforcement.) To increase the sensitivity of human subjects to reinforcement, every response produced either a point gain or point loss in the experiments described below (ct. Weiner, 1962) .
In order to observe various IRT durations that fall within predetermined ranges , I used the staircase stochastic reinforcement of waiting (staircase SRW) and the RR schedules. The staircase SRW schedule mimics IRT reinforcement contingencies of the VI schedule (Platt, 1979) and the probabilities of reinforcement within IRT classes are constant. Moreover, the staircase SRW scheduIE~, which is related to the SRW schedule proposed by Weiss (1970) , assigns each IRT class a specific probability of reinforcement as follows: mPL -JPG for i = 1 to N (=:; m)
where Rp(/) is the probability of reinforcement for the response that occurs in the ith IRT class; N is the number of IRT classes; m is a parameter for lowering maximum probability of reinforcement (if m = N, the probability of reinforcement for the last [Mh]IRT class Rp[N] is 1); PL (=:; 0) is the value of points lost for responses that incur a response-cost; and PG (> 0) is the value of points gained for responses that are reinforced. Figure 1 shows the probabilities of reinforcement under the staircase SRW and RR schedules, assuming a minimum IRT of 0.5 s and bin length of IRT classes of 0.5 s. The first IRT class ranged from 0.5 s to 1 sand the last (Mh) IRT class contains IRTs greater than 8 s. Under the RR schedule, the probability of reinforcement is constant for any IRT. Under the staircase SRW schedule, the probability of reinforcement increases like a staircase according to IRT class. Note that a minimum length of I RT -a period within which subjects are prevented from responding-has been employed in several IRT studies (e.g. , Platt, 1979) .
To investigate sequential dependence in IRTs under these two schedules, I conducted two experiments. In Experiment 1, I attempted to clarify the existence and characteristics of sequential dependence in IRTs during early stages of learning. In Experiment 2, sequential dependencies in IRTs early in learning were compared with those between stabilized responses.
Experiment 1

Method Subjects
Participants were 3 undergraduate students-2 females and 1 male ranging from 19 to 21 years of age. All were psychology majors at Waseda University who participated in this study to satisfy a course requirement. All 3 also participated on the understanding that they would earn both a fixed fee and payments based on their performance. Specifically, subjects were informed prior to beginning the experiment that they would earn ¥100 for their participation on each of the 4 days of the experiment, additional earnings directly linked to their performance, and a bonus of ¥600 for their full participation on the 4th day. Subjects were also informed that their average earnings per hour would be equivalent to what undergraduates usually earn at part-time jobs.
None of the subjects had previously taken courses in behavior analysis, and none had previously participated in experiments on schedules of reinforcement.
Apparatus
Subjects worked alone in a sound-attenuating chamber (175 cm high by 85 cm long by 130 cm deep), seated in front of a computer monitor (30.4 cm by 22.8 cm), mouse, and keyboard. An indirect lamp illuminated the chamber. A ceiling-mounted exhaust fan and a ventilator on the floor provided ventilation and masked extraneous sounds. Events were controlled and recorded by an IBM PC-compatible computer with control software written in Oelphi™5.
Procedure
Subjects participated in the experiment for one period of approximately 1 hour per day on 4 different days; the days were spread out over 2 weeks. The period of participation on each day of the experiment was comprised of five 10-min sessions. In each period, three sessions were assigned to the staircase SRW schedule and two sessions were assigned to the RR schedule. The sequence of assigned schedules was randomized.
Before the start of each period, subjects received ¥100 for their participation on that day of the experiment. Subjects were instructed not to bring clocks or other time signaling devices into the experimental chamber.
Subjects then entered the experimental chamber, seated themselves in front of the computer monitor, and read the following instructions in Japanese: Earn as much money as possible by left-clicking the mouse.
To earn money, left-click the mouse. If you have gained points, "+3" will be displayed on the top half of the monitor. The "+3" will then disappear, but the computer will have memorized and stored your points. If you have not gained points, "-0.5" will be displayed, and you will lose 0.5 points from your stored total. In this experiment, your participation on each day of the experiment will consist of 5 sessions. There will be a rest at the end of each session . During rests , "Money in this session" will be displayed on the bottom half of the monitor. "Money in this session" is equivalent to the points you gained during the session. Reward: I will pay an amount (in yen) equal to your "Money in this session" points at the end of each session .
Note 1: Watch carefully whether you gain points or not when you left-click the mouse.
Note 2: While "+3" or "-0.5" is displayed on the top half of the monitor, left-clicking has no effect.
Note 3: Only left-clicking has an effect. Combinations or sequences of right, left, and center clicks will not cause a gain or loss of points. Moving or dragging the mouse also has no effect.
Press "Enter" to begin.
If a subject had questions about the experiment after reading the instructions, I responded by reading aloud the appropriate part of the instructions to the subject from outside the chamber before closing the door.
Each session began when the subject, upon prompting, pressed the "Enter" key. During the session, each left click of the mouse initiated a point display of "+3" or "-0.5" on the top half of the computer monitor for 0.5 s according to the probability of reinforcement assigned for the current IRT under the schedule for that session. I chose to display the reinforcement/response-cost for the current IRT ("+3" or "-0.5,"), rather than a running total of points accumulated in the session, because a preliminary experiment showed that displaying the running total decreased subjects' attention on the current point gain and loss. While "+3" or "-0.5" was displayed, left-cliCking had no effect. However, when "+3" was displayed, 3 ' points were added to the total stored in computer memory, and when "-0.5" was displayed, 0.5 points were subtracted from the total.
The five sessions in each daily period of participation were separated by approximately 1-min rest intervals. When each session terminated, the phrase "Money in this session" and the point total for that session were displayed on the computer monitor. I then handed the subject an amount in yen equal to the point total displayed, rounded to the nearest integer, through the door of the experimental chamber. After the 1-min rest period expired, I prompted the subject to press "Enter" to start the next session. Total earnings, including bonuses, ranged from ¥608 to ¥844 per hour.
In this experiment, the number of IRT classes (N) was 16 and the bin length of each IRT class was 0.5 s, excluding the last IRT class. The 1st IRT class ranged from 0.5 s to 1 s, and the 16th IRT class was longer than 8 s.
Under the staircase SRW schedule, I used a value of 21 for m in Equation 1 in order to observe IRTn+1 following both reinforcement and response-cost in the last IRT n class. PG was 3 and PL was -0.5. The probability of reinforcement was increased in increments of 0.040816 from 0.183673 for Rp(1) to 0.795918 for Rp (16).
Under the RR schedule, every response had a 0.183673 probability of reinforcement, equal to Rp(1). I used the same means of point delivery and values of PG and PL as under the staircase SRW schedule. Figure 2 shows each subject's IRT series and the autocorrelation function (ACF) of both his or her last staircase SRW schedule session (upper panels) and his or her last RR schedule session (lower panels) on the 4th day of participation. The dashed lines in the ACF plots show the bounds of ±1.96Nn;" where ns is the number of II RTs in a session. Where the ACF exceeds the bounds, the series is sinnificantly different from independently and identically distributed (110) noise at the 0.05 level (except at lag 0; as shown by Brockwell & Davis, 1991 , lag 0 is always 1). In most cases of both staircase SRW sessions and RR sessions, the ACFs of each subject were significantly different from 110 noise. This indicates that there were sequential dependencies in IRTs. In all staircase SRW sessions, the ACFs of Subjects MM and NT exceeded the bounds. The ACFs of KY in the first two staircase SRW schedule sessions were within the bounds and showed randomness, but in subsequent sessions KY's ACFs exceeded the bounds. For all subjects, the IRT series and ACFs in the RR schedule sessions were similar to those of the staircase SRW schedule sessions. Except for that of the second RR session of Subject KY, all ACFs of all 3 subjects exceeded the bounds.
Results and Discussion
Last SRW Schedule Session
Because sequential dependencies in IRTs were observed in most sessions, I performed a more detailed analysis on lag 1 sequential dependencies to characterize the response patterns of each subject. The upper panels of Figure 3 depict the relative frequencies of IRT n+1 following IRT n and reinforcement during all staircase SRW schedule sessions. The lower panels of Figure 3 cost. Each IRT was classified in 0.5 s bins between 0.5 sand 8 s with the last bin containing all IRTs greater than 8 s. Each bar in Figure 3 shows the relative frequency of the IRTn+1 class given a previous IRT (IRTn) falling in the corresponding IRT n class. In the upper left panel, for example, Subject KY responded most frequently in the second IRT class (IRT n+1 from 1 s to 1.5 s), following the first IRT class (IRT n from 0.5 s to 1 s) and reinforcement. Thus, a slice along the IRTn+1 axis at a particular IRT n class shows the distribution of IRTn+1 following the IRT n class. If all the slices along the I RT n+ 1 axis are similar to each other-that is, if all distributions of IRTn+1 following any IRT n class are similar-the IRT series are not sequentially dependent. Otherwise, there are sequential dependencies in I RT series. Figure 3 shows clear sequential dependencies in I RT n and I RT n+ l' There are peaks on the diagonal lines from (0.5, 0.5) to (8, 8) I RT n * IRTn+1 in the graphs for each subject, especially following response-cost (lower panels). These peaks indicate that each subject responded in IRTs that were of about the same length as the previous IRTs.
However, there were individual differences in I RT n+ 1 distribution following IRT n and reinforcement (upper panels). The relative frequencies plot for Subject KY shows peaks on the diagonal alld I RT n+ 1 from 1 s to 2 s in all IRT n classes. For Subject MM, there are clear peaks on the diagonal, but there are peaks at I RT n+ 1 from 1 s to 1.5 s at I RT n from 0.5 s to 2.5 s. For Subject NT, there are high frequencies at IRTr1+1 from 0.5 s to 1.5 s in IRT n from 0.5 s to 4.5 s. After IRT n 4.5 s, there are peaks on the diagonal.
Comparing the relative frequencies following reinforcement with those following response-cost under the staircase SRVV schedule, Subject KY showed different response patterns in IRT n from 4 s to 8 s. For Subject MM, the relative frequency plots are similar. For Subject NT, there are differences between the relative frequency plots in IRT n from 1 s to 4.5 s, in contrast to the results for Subject KY.
The upper panels of Figure 4 depict the relative frequencies of IRTn+1 following IRT n and reinforcement during all RR schedule sessions. The lower panels depict those following response-cost. Again, I observed sequential dependencies in IRTn+1 and IRT n . There are peaks on the diagonals in the graphs for each subject following response-cost (lower panels). I also observed individual differences in the IRT n+1 distribution following IRT n and reinforcement under the RR schedule (upper panels). The relative frequencies plot for Subject KY shows peaks on IRTn+1 from 1 s to 2 s in alliRT n classes. For Subject MM, there are peaks on IRTn+1 from 1 s to 1.5 s at IRT n from 0.5 s to 4.5 s. As for IRT n after 4.5 s, there were high frequencies of long IRTn+1 near the diagonal and short IRTn+1 from 1 s to 1.5 s. For Subject NT, there are clear peaks on the diagonal.
Comparing the relative frequencies following reinforcement with those following response-cost under the RR schedule, Subject KY showed different response patterns in IRT n from 0.5 s to 8 s. For Subject MM, there seemed to be differences in IRT n from 0.5 s to 4.5 s. For Subject NT, the relative frequency plots were similar.
Experiment 2
Experiment 1 showed sequential dependencies in IRT series of both staircase SRW and RR schedule , but whether there are sequential dependencies in IRT series during when the responses are stabilized remains unknown. The purpose of Experiment 2 is to compare the sequential dependencies in IRT series early in learning and those in steady state, using stability criteria.
Method Subjects
Participants were 3 female undergraduate students ranging from 19 to 20 years of age. As in Experiment 1 , all were psychology majors at Waseda University who participated in this study to satisfy a course requirement. Instructions given prior to participation in the experiment was the same as those given in Experiment 1, except for details concerning the experiment days and the bonus paid for full participation. Specifically, subjects were informed prior to the experiment that the experimental sessions would occur on at least 5 days, and that sessions on additional days would be scheduled as needed until the experiment was completed. Subjects were also informed that on the final day they would earn a bonus of ¥150 for each day that they participated fully. Subjects 01 and US participated fully for 7 days, and Subject IK for 6 days. None of the subjects had previously taken courses in behavior analysis, and none had previously partiCipated in experiments on schedules of reinforcement.
Apparatus
The apparatus employed in Experiment 2 was the same as that in Experiment 1.
Procedure
The procedure was identical to that employed in Experiment 1, except for the following details. Experimental sessions for each subject were conducted on at least 5 days and continued until thE3 variability in the number of responses per session in six consecutive staircase SRW sessions was within 10%. The bonus for full participation, paid on each subject's final day, was ¥150 times the number of days that the subject had participated. The ACFs of each subject's last staircase SRW schedule and RR schedule sessions were significantly different from liD noise. This indicates that there were sequential dependencies in I RTs. In 19 of 21 staircase SRW sessions, the ACFs of Subject 01 exceeded the bounds. In 20 of 21 sessions for Subject UB and 11 of 18 sessions for Subject IK, the ACFs exceeded the bounds. For all subjects, the IRT series and ACFs in the RR schedule sessions were similar to those of the staircase SRW schedule sessions. In 12 of 14 RR sessions, the ACFs of Subject 01 exceeded the bounds. In 11 of 14 sessions for Subject UB and 12 of 12 sessions for Subject IK, the ACFs exceeded the bounds .
Results and Discussion
Because sequential dependencies in IRTs were observed in each session , I extended the analysis of lag 1 sequential dependencies performed in Experiment 1 to a characterization of changes in response patterns. Figure 6A depicts the relative frequencies of IRT n+1 following IRT n and reinfo rcement (upper panels)/response-cost (lower panels) during staircase SRW schedule sessions on the first 2 days. Figure 6B depicts the same results for the last 2 days. Figure 6A shows clear sequential dependencies in I RT n and I RT n+ 1. There are peaks on the diagonal lines from (0.5, 0.5) to (8, 8) IRT n * I RT n+ 1 in the graphs for each subject. The relative frequencies plots following reinforcement and response-cost during the first 2 days were essentially the same for each subject.
During the last 2 days, sequential dependencies in IRTs were weaker and showed greater differences between subjects, as shown in Figure 6B . For Subject 01, there were peaks on the diagonal lines in the relative frequencies plot following response-cost, but sequential dependencies in IRTs from 5 s to 8 s were not determined. The relative frequencies plot following reinforcement was similar to those following response-cost from I RT n 0.5 s to 5 s, but for I RT n from 5 s to 8 s, relatively high frequencies of IRTn+1 were observed uniformly between 2 sand 4 s. For Subject UB, IRTs were observed in a very narrow range (from 1.5 s to 3 s), which falls on a diagonal line. For Subject IK, IRTn+1 following IRT n from 0.5 s to 4 s were concentrated in the 0.5 s to 1 s class and showed no sequential dependency. Figure 7A depicts the relative frequencies of IRTn+1 following IRT n and reinforcement (upper panels), response-cost (lower panels) during RR schedule sessions on the first 2 days. Figure 7B depicts the same results for the last 2 days. Figure 7 A shows sequential dependencies in IRT n and IRTn+1' but the dependencies are not as clear as those during staircase SRW schedule sessions. There are peaks on the diagonal lines, but the relative frequencies plot of Subject 01 following reinforcement and those of Subject UB following response-cost show relatively short I RT n+ 1 following long IRT n .
During the last 2 days ( Figure 7B ), sequential dependencies in IRTs were weaker than those during the first 2 days and showed different patterns from those under staircase SRW schedule sessions. For Subjects 01 and UB, there were peaks on the diagonal lines in the relative frequencies plots following reinforcement. The relative frequencies plots Figure 7B . Sequential dependencies in IRTs under RR schedules on the last 2 days. Relative frequencies of IRTn+1 following IRT n and reinforcement (upper panels)/ response-cost (lower panels).
following response-cost for these subjects, furthermore, have peaks on the diagonal lines and relatively short I RT n+ 1 following long I RT n' which indicates weak sequential dependency. For Subject IK, IRT n+1 following IRT n from 0.5 s to 4 s were concentrated in the 0.5 s to 1 s class, and showed no sequential dependency.
General Discussion
The results of this study suggest that I RTs are sequentially dependent in human subjects, especially during the early stages of learning. Most of the obtained ACFs of IRT series for both staircase SRW and RR schedule sessions indicate that IRT series can not be modeled by liD noise. This result is consistent with earlier results on sequential dependencies in IRTs of animal subjects (Blough & Blough, 1968; Crossman et aI., 1985; Ferraro et aI., 1965; Gentry et aI., 1983; Wertheim, 1965; Williams, 1968) .
Most of the ACFs obtained in both experiments were statistically significant not only at lag 1 but also at subsequent lags. This result indicates that IRT series can not be treated as Markov processes. To determine statistical characteristics of IRT series, it would be nHcessary to transform the observed IRT series, for example, by differencing 1 IRT series at lag 1 to remove trends. Weiss et al. (1966) showed that ACFs of IRT series under DRL schedule were statistically significant only at lag 1 by subtracting linear trends.
As mentioned above, several studies (Kintsch, 1965; Gomez et aI., 1992; Palya, 1992) found no sequential dependencies in I RTs , and concluded that IRT series can be interpreted as random variables. The inconsistency between these findings and my results may be attributed to the following differences in experimental design: (a) species difference (my subjects were human whereas those of Gomez et al. were The obtained relative frequencies of IRTn+1 following IRT n and reinforcement/response-cost under both staircase SRW and RR schedules support sequential dependencies in IRT series. When IRTn+1 after reinforcement and response-cost were separated, I RT n+ 1 distributions following I RT n and response-cost showed linear patterns (Figures 3 and 4) , indicating a strong correlation between IRTs at lag 1.
The response patterns following reinforcement differed from those following response-cost in some cases. Not fully accounting for the consequences of response, as previous studies have done, excludes a significant factor from the analysis of IRT series.
The obtained relative frequencies plots also indicate that reinforced I RTs were not repeated as often moment-to-moment as might have been expected according to IRT-reinforcement theory. Moreover, the relative frequencies plots in some cases showed that IRT n+ 1 distribution following reinforcement did not depend on IRT n even when IRTn+1 following responsecost was almost the same as IRT n . If IRT n was reinforced, the length of IRT n+1 might have been expected to have been similar to IRT no Although my results show that IRTs are a significant determinant of subsequent IRTs, other factors such as interreinforcement intervals or reinforcement rates may also play important roles in individual response patterns (ct. Palya, 1992) .
My results also show that sequential dependencies in IRTs in the early stages of learning were different from those after steady states had been established. The relative frequencies plots of IRT n * IRTn+1 on the first 2 days of Experiment 2 ( Figure 6 and 7) showed clear sequential dependency, and suggested that in the early stages of learning, the length of IRTs changes gradually, but that successive IRTs are almost the same . The same results from the last 2 days of Experiment 2, in contrast, showed a more limited range of IRTs and weaker dependencies (the relative frequencies plots of 1 of the subjects showed no sequential dependency) than those from the first 2 days. This suggests that when responses have stabilized, the lengths of IRTs return to a particular range even if they sometimes deviate from the lengths of previous IRTs.
Thus, not only sequential dependencies in IRT series, but also changes in sequential dependencies, playa role in characterizing human behavior. As shown in Figures 6 and 7 , the relative frequencies plots for all subjects resulting from the first 2 days of Experiment 2 are similar, whereas those from the last 2 days indicate that the stabilized response pattern is rather specific to the individual; these results show that an understanding only of stabilized responses is not sufficient to describe learning processes. Moreover, Weiner (1969) and Poppen (1982) showed that prior reinforcement schedule histories affect human subjects' performances under reinforcement schedules using points exchangeable for money. It is possible that the experience of one reinforcement schedule changed the moment-to-moment response patterns of subjects under the next schedule such that the learning process of experienced subjects in the study presented here was different from that of na'ive subjects.
Finally, the individual differences in IRT and reinforcementJresponsecost sequential dependencies observed in this study merit further discussion. The observed relative frequencies of IRT n+1 following IRT n and response-cost were similar among subjects and schedules, but the relative frequencies of IRTn+1 following IRT n and reinforcement varied among subjects and schedules. Individual differences were particularly evident after subjects' responses had stabilized. In regard to this result, it is suggestive that Gentry et al. (1983) showed that I RT n * I RT n+ 1 frequencies under FI schedules are specific to individual pigeons. Furthermore, human subjects often exhibit individual performance differences under conventional reinforcement schedules. Specifically, some subjects show little sensitivity to reinforcement under conventional schedules (Harzem, 1984) . This result therefore suggests that the IRTn+1 distribution following IRT n and reinforcement/response-cost may serve as a detailed description of the response patterns of individual subjects.
Using this distribution, experimenters may be able to evaluate the sensitivity of individual subjects to particular IRTs and to reinforcement stimuli. Experimenters would thereby be enabled to determine strategies for providing reinforcements well-suited to individuals at particular I RT nS'
It also bears noting that points exchangeable for money are widely employed by World Wide Web sites as well as brick-and-mortar businesses, and that intervals between web site visits, among many practical examples, are characterized by IRTs. Insight into sequential dE3pendencies in IRTs may thus prove useful not only in psychological research, but also in assessing, characterizing, predicting, and perhaps influencing individual response patterns in web site visitor and consumer behavior.
